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The axisymmetric, compressible visco-resistive two-fluid plasma equations are examined under 
the constraint that the current is purely poloidal and the pressure is a function of density only 
(“barotropic”). For ideal plasmas (zero resistivity and zero viscosity) the Kelvin circulation 
theorem of fluid mechanics and the concept of frozen-in field lines turn out to be limiting cases 
of a more general concept, namely, that the canonical circulation S, = $ (mg,+q& -61 of a 
toroidal fluid element, is exactly conserved as the toroidal element convects and/or is 
compressed. Appropriate linear combinations of the electron and ion fluid equations give a 
magnetohydrodynamic vorticity transport equation and an induction equation with a nonlinear 
Hall term. The finite Hall term is identical to the source term in the vorticity transport equation 
[p. M. Bellan, Phys. Rev. L&t. 69,3515 (1992)], except for a constant factor related to the ion 
collisionless skin depth. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
An important class of plasmas are those which are 
azimuthally symmetric and where the magnetic field is 
purely toroidal, i.e., the current density is purely poloidal 
and the magnetic helicity is zero. Examples include 2 
pinches, *-’ Marshall guns,4 dense plasma focus,5’6 arcs,‘-to 
magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters,‘1*‘2 ignitrons, 
thyratrons,t3 lightning, plasma erosion opening switches 
(PEOS),‘4~‘5 and possibly the %entral engine” portion of 
astrophysical jets.16*17 Excluded are axisymmetric plasmas 
with purely poloidal currents such aa e-pinches, and axi- 
symmetric plasmas with finite magnetic helicity such as 
reversed-field pinches, tokamaks, and spheromaks. Also 
excluded are nonaxisymmetric plasmas such as stellara- 
tom 
Kulsrud et al. I8 and Fruchtmantg have analyzed the 
generalized Ohm’s law under the assumption that only the 
electron fluid convectszo and showed that in a nondissipa- 
tive plasma the quantity B/nr is convected with the elec- 
tron fluid velocity u,. On the other hand, the author re- 
cently showed2i that for the magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) model where Hall terms are dropped, but ion 
fluid motion is included, in a nondissipative plasma the 
quantities 1/? and x/? are both convected with the center 
of mass velocity U, and furthermore, that axial gradients in 
current, a12/&, act as volumetric sources for the vorticity 
related quantity x. 
The purpose of this paper is’ to extend Ref. 21 to in- 
clude both Hall terms and compressibility and to show the 
relationship of the resulting model to the concepts in Refs. 
19 and 20. Two main conclusions result from this analysis: 
( 1) The Kelvin circulation theorem of fluid mechanics 
becomes generalized in two-fluid theory to a form where a 
new quantity, the canonical circulation, is convected with 
each fluid species. 
(2) The Hall MHD equations have a nearly symmetric 
form where the nonlinear Hall term in the induction equa- 
tion is the same as the vorticity source term in the vorticity 
transport equation (except for a constant factor related to 
the ion collisionless skin depth). Thus, the source of Hall- 
related effects is essentially identical (except for the con- 
stant factor) to the source of vorticity. 
The analysis here will consider both two-fluid and 
MHD models since both points of view provide useful in- 
sights. Plasma compressibility will be allowed with the pro- 
viso that the pressure is a specified function of density; this 
simplification is called the barotropic assumption, and al- 
lows one to avoid using a heat equation. The paper is or- 
ganized as follows: Sec. II discusses the standard mathe- 
matical form of the equation of motion in this geometry 
and shows the standard manipulations that may be made. 
In Sec. III the basic two-fluid quantities are presented and 
related to each other. The general visco-resistive equations 
of motion for each species are discussed and equations in- 
volving vorticity and compressibility are developed. These 
two-fluid equations provide some interesting insights into 
the behavior of the plasma, but in general are too compli- 
cated to solve directly. In Sec. IV the two-fluid equations 
are transformed into compressible MHD equations with 
Hall terms; these are much more amenable to analysis than 
the two-fluid equations and are compared to the incom- 
pressible result of Ref. 21 and also to electron hydrody- 
namics. In Sec. V a summary is presented. 
II. GENERAL FORM OF EQUATIONS AND OF 
OPERATIONS 
In general, any fluid equation of motion will contain at 
least one term that is a gradient of a scalar potential (e.g., 
a pressure gradient or an electrostatic electric field). Be- 
cause of axisymmetry this term has no 8 component, and 
so the general form of the equation of motion must be 
Vg+QXW=O, (1) 
where g is the sum of all the scalar potentials, and Q is 
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111. IWO-FLUID ANALYSlS 
A. Standard form of compressible equations of 
motion 
In two-fluid theory the equation of motion for each 
plasma species o is 
( 
au* m, at+uw*Vuc 
1 
=q,[E+u,XB] -i VP, 
(r 
-qg&T-mm,v,V* A (5) 
where 7 is the plasma electrical resistivity, Y@ is the kine- 
matic viscosity, and in Cartesian coordinates 
t0rOidQl I surface integral 
fluid LHS of Eq.<4) 
integral 
of Eq.C4) 
FIG. 1. Toroidal volume element used for Eq. (4); the surface integral is 
over the surface of the toroidal volume element (see ds vector in the 
figure), the line integral is around the poloidal circumference of the tor- 
oidal volume element (see & vector in the figure). 
some vector such that QXV0 is the sum of all the other 
terms in the equation of motion. Two general types of 
operation are possible on Eq, ( 1): 
( 1) By first taking the curl of Bq. ( 1) and then dotting 
with V6 gives 
which is in a form convenient for flux conserving numeri- 
cal integration schemes. 
(2) The divergence of Eq. ( 1) gives 
V”g= -Ve.VxQ. (3) 
An alternate form, particularly suitable for flux conserving 
numerical integration schemes, is obtained by integrating 
Eq. (3) over the volume of a toroidal fluid element as 
shown in Fig. 1, giving 
ds .Vg= -2rr dl*Q, (4) 
where the surface integral on the left-hand side is over the 
surface of the toroidal element, and the line integral on the 
right-hand side is around the minor circumference. 
Hence, no matter how complicated the equation of 
motion is, it will always be possible to identify g and Q and 
to obtain equations of the form of Bq. (2) and Bqs. (3) or 
(4). Taking the curl gives relationships between the rota- 
tional quantities (current, vorticity) while taking the 
divergence gives relationships between the irrotational 
quantities (pressure, electrostatic potential). For incom- 
pressible situations the rotational quantities are indepen- 
dent of the irrotational quantities and may be calculated 
without reference to the irrotational quantities, but in the 
general compressible situation there is significant coupling 
and irrotational and rotational quantities have to be calcu- 
lated simultaneously. 
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so that 
v*n=vx(VXu,)+(V*u,). (7) 
For simplicity, we will ignore spatial dependence of viscos- 
ity in this analysis, but will retain spatial dependence for 
resistivity. The continuity equation for each species is 
ana ,t+u,*Vn,+n,V*u,=O. (8) 
We now assume that the temperature is a function of den- 
sity, so that the pressure, which in general is a function of 
both density and temperature, becomes a function of den- 
sity 0n1y,~O i.e., P,,=P,(n,). This is certainly true within a 
fluid element if the plasma is either adiabatic or isothermal, 
however, our assumption is more restrictive, because we 
are requiring that the same functional dependence hold for 
different fluid elements. With this assumption the pressure 
term in the equation of motion can be written 
j-VPU(n,)=VQ,(n,), (9) CT 
where 0, is a temperature-like scalar. The equation of mo- 
tion can be recast as 
( 
au, I& 
m, x-j-V -2--uPXVXu0 
1 
=q,(E+u,XB) -VO,--q,qJ 
-m,~,[VX(VXu,) -$(V*u,) 1. (10) 
At this point it is useful to express the velocity in terms of 
a streamfunction r,& and a compressibility “potential” 
Cl,, i.e., 
u,=&Vrl,XW) -WI, 
and to define the “vorticity”’ scalar xc by 
vxu*=&e 
and a compressibility “source” I’,, by 
v*uo=ra 
P. M, Bellan 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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(to provide more symmetric equations, the definition of 
xa here differs from that in Ref. 21 by a factor of 27r). 
Explicitly substituting Eq. ( 11) into Eq. ( 12) gives a 
Poisson-like equation showing x0 as a source for $0 
3V* 
( 1 
&k- =-xc (14) 
and similar substitution into Eq. (13) gives the Poisson- 
like equation showing I’@ as a source for n,, 
v2i-l,= -I-,. (1% 
We assume that the plasma is neutral so that Zni 
= n, and also V l J = 0. The current and velocities are 
related to each other by 
J=ng(ui-u,) (16) 
so that plasma neutrality provides the constraint that 
(p-u,) gVn,+n,(rj-r,) =o. (17) 
The magnetic field and current density are, respectively, 
B=VX*=+e 
2n . (18) 
and 
J=$ VIXVB. (19) 
Note the isomorphism between the vector potential A and 
the fluid velocity uO, between the vorticityx and the cur- 
rent @, and between the current density and the velocity. 
Furthermore, we choose Coulomb gauge so that 
A=$ Vj-XV0 (20) 
in which case the electric field can be.expressed as 
E= -V+ (21) 
where 4 is the electrostatic potential. Explicit substitution 
of Eq. (20) into Eq. (18) gives the relation 
r2V* (22) 
which is isomorphic to Eq. ( 14) .With these definitions, the 
equation of motion for each species can be written as 
V m, --= 
1 ( 
a: +~-~vov~u~) +q&+o,] 
xve=o. (23) 
As predicted this is in the form of Eq. ( 1) . 
B. Rotational two-fluid equations 
As discussed in Sec. II, operating on Eq. (23) with 
V8 l V X gives an equation of the form V l (r-‘Q) ~0, 
namely 
h[ -&v* (;v&)+v* ($q-v- (pxc)] 
(24) 
Using Eqs. ( 14) and (22) and expanding the middle terms 
this becomes 
=o. (25) 
The first three vorticity convective terms can be rearranged 
using the continuity equation to eliminate V 0 u, as follows 
=g$) +u,.v($) -~($+.,.v.,) 
(26) 
Making a similar rearrangement of the first three current 
terms give 
where d/dt = a/&+~,- V is the convective derivative for 
species u. Thus, if the plasma is nondissipative (i.e., Ye 
= 0 and q=O) the quantity (m,xo + q&d)&? is con- 
vected with the respective fluid motion of each species. If 
we consider a thin toroidal fluid element of species (T with 
major radius r and minor cross section a, the number of 
particles in this element is N=2rmn,. As the toroidal 
element convects in the r-z plane, N remains constant so 
that 
N 
a=%,. (281 
The fluid circulation C around the minor cross section is 
C,= 
s  
ds l VXu,,~“- 
%7 
2%-r-~/ 
while the toroidal flux through the cross section is 
(29) 
(30) 
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Thus, in a nondissipative (Le., ideal) plasma, Eq. (27) +v%,=o. (35) 
becomes 
$(m&+q~w =o. (31) 
In ordinary hydrodynamics the Kelvin circulation theorem 
states that dC/dt=O so that Eq. (3 1) is the electromag- 
netic generalization of the Kelvin circulation theorem. The 
quantity m,C,+q,a may justifiably be called the canoni- 
cal circulation, in analogy to the way that ordinary me- 
chanical momentum mv of a particle becomes generalized 
to canonical momentum mv + qA in the presence of a mag- 
netic field. 
The meaning of the canonical circulation can be 
examined further by using Stoke’s theorem to rewrite 
Eqs. (29) and (30) as 
Alternatively, the irrotational part of the motion can be 
described using IQ. (4) to obtain 
=- I d* [m,( -xdbw,V~,) 
+qJ -pdu,+$'O I 
which gives the time evolution of a,. The continuity equa- 
tion gives the time evolution of the density, 
(36) 
c,= u,-dl, cP= A*dl 
f 
so that Eq. (3 1) may be written as 
(32) 
ds, -=o 
dt ’ (331 
where 
so= p,*d 
!f 
(34) 
is the action integral associated with the fluid element and 
po=m,,u,+q& is the canonical momentum of the fluid 
flow in the r-z plane. The fact that this action integral is 
preserved appears to be related to the concept of adiabatic 
invariance for single particle motion, since for periodic sin- 
gle particle motion, the action integral is an invariant of the 
motion, providing the system changes on a time scale slow 
compared to the period. Surprisingly, the concept of slow- 
ness has not been explicitly used in the derivation of Eq. 
(33) which thus appears to be true for arbitrarily fast time 
scales. 
[Note: Hassam and Huba derived the ion form of Es. 
(33) using a large Larmor radius assumption and, in a 
stationary plasma with straight magnetic field geometry, 
explored the implications for both normal modes and sta- 
bility.] 
In contrast to the results obtained on taking the curl of Eq. 
(23), Eq. (35) does not lend itself to simple interpretation. 
It is possible, though, to observe that this equation contains 
sound waves [first and last terms in Eq. (35) balance, first 
and last terms in Eq. (36) balance], and also that it con- 
tains Ohm’s law (coeflicient of q0 forced to vanish). Be- 
cause of the somewhat obscure nature of these n-rotational 
equations, it is useful to consider a different point of view, 
namely that of magnetohydrodynamics where a different 
set of linear combinations of the equations of motion are 
used so that the dynamics are described by the center of 
mass velocity U and by the current density J instead of by 
the two-fluid velocities ui and u,. 
IV. COMPRESSIBLE MHD EQUATIONS WITH HALL 
TERM 
A. Derivation of dimensionless MHD-Ike equations of 
motion 
In order to proceed to a set of MHD equations we drop 
electron inertia terms (i.e., let m, + 0) in the electron ver- 
sion of Eq. (23) so that the respective electron and ion 
equations of motion become 
-/.&,+~VI xve=o 1 
(37) 
and 
C. lrrotational two-fluid equations V mi 
We next take the divergence of Eq. (23) to obtain the I ( 
time evolution of the compressibility scalar 
%i 
u2 
m, & r,+u,+r,+v2 +--u,=v2u, 1 
I 
mi V at 
I( ) 
-x&+YiV,~i 1 +%r af 
-/&ui+qVI 
- pxu,l 2-? v2r, 1 
fZe V at I( 1 1 I 
XVB=O. (38) 
The ion equation can be rearranged by adding Z times the 
electron equation to it and using ui ‘Y U, Qi Al fl, xi 
+qo pdx V2#-~+~~J~+.A’* (TJ) E x,$i E $,Vi pi Y where U, x, $, and Y are, respectively, the center of mass velocity, compressibility function, stream- 
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function, vorticity function, and viscosity, i.e., VXU 
= (2a)-‘xVB. With these manipulations Eq. (38) be- 
where Opic means ion plasma frequency evaluated at 
r= r,, z=z, . Thus a, is a constant and may be factored in 
comes and out of spatial derivatives as desired. 
-xU+YVX 
Qd 
I I 
-n,J XV8=0. 
(39) 
The electron velocity in Eq. (37) can be eliminated using 
1 
ue’u-G J 
(40) 
to give 
v(-e#+@e)-&- -/@+'&J+qvI Xv/j 1 
=o. (41) 
Equations (39) and (41) are MHD-type equations since 
they involve only center of mass quantities and currents; 
no species velocities appear. 
To proceed further it is useful to introduce dimension- 
less (tilde) variables defined in terms of the current I,, 
magnetic field B, = ydJ2rrrC, mass density pc, and Alfven 
velocity VAc= BJ & at some characteristic location 
r=r(., z=z, . Thus, space and time variables become 
r=rg z=rz, t=r”t, 
VA, 
(42) 
flux-like variables become 
+=vAc&a a= vA&?6 x = vAcx, 
I=&% f=pddf, (43) 
vectors become 
- 
u = VA&, B = BJVt’, A= Bg4, (4.4) 
and scalars related to irrotational dynamics become 
B2 
P= f F, (p= VA,B, r$, p=pc p, Oo=miV~c60. 
(45) 
Additionally we note that charge neutrality, Zni=ne gives 
mine 
p=- Z 
and also the ion plasma frequency becomes 
2 nd zn&2 
@pi=mlEg= . 
we0 
(46) 
(47) 
Finally it is useful to define the Hall parameter (normal- 
ized ion collisionless skin depth) 
c 
CZc=- 
mpic rc (48) 
Substituting for all quantities in Eq. (39) using the 
above definitions, and dropping the tildes for clarity, the 
dimensionless ion equation of motion becomes 
I at-i u2 r2 4 v -dt+1+&7 +ZO,+Oj-zV*U I 
f&V gf 
I I( 1 
-xu+;vx 1 
+qy-$)xve)xve=o, (49) 
where we have introduced the hydrodynamic Reynolds 
number 
VA, rc R=y 
and also used the relation 
(50) 
to separate out the scalar magnetic pressure term from 
the acceleration due to the total magnetic stress tensor 
(-JXB/p). 
Similarly, substitution of the definitions of Eqs. (43)- 
(48) into the electron equation, Eq. (4 1)) gives the dimen- 
sionless electron equation of motion 
v 
( 
-++a, $+ZaA 
) 
1 af 1 - v,t-AJ+,vr 
(51) 
where we have introduced the magnetic Reynolds number 
(52) 
B. Rotational MHD equations 
Let us now consider the equations resulting from tak- 
ing the curl and then dotting with V8 on the dimensionless 
ion and electron equations of motion, Eqs. (49) and (51). 
Using Eq. (2) on Eq. (49) gives a vorticity transport equa- 
tion 
=v* (&gx)+ve*v(;)xv(-+), (53) 
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where we have used the relation V l U = - p- ’ (ap/& 
+U*Vp) to write 
~(~)+v-($u)=P[$(+2)+u~v(f2!)]. (54) 
In the incompressible limit where p= 1, Eq. (53) becomes 
the vorticity transport equation discussed in Ref. 21, and 
the quantity r-4a12/az acts as a volumetric source of vor- 
ticity (recall the factor of 2rr difference between the defi- 
nitions of x used here and in Ref. 21). 
Similarly, using Eq. 
comes 
(2), the electron equation be- 
which in the limit of incompressibility and zero Hall pa- 
rameter becomes the current transport equation of Ref. 21. 
Comparison of Eqs. (53) and (55) shows that the second 
terms on the rhs of both equations are identical except for 
a factor -a,; thus the magnitude of aC gives the relative 
importance of ( 1) nonlinear Hall effects which, as shown 
by Fruchtman,” give a faster than classical diffusion of 
flux into the plasma, and (2) vorticity generation, which 
result in bulk plasma flow. 
Note that Eq. (55) is mathematically equivalent to the 
Hall MHD Ohm’s law used by Fruchtman [cf. Eq. (2) of 
Ref. 191 but has been expressed in terms of the center of 
mass velocity U (rather than the electron fluid velocity 
u,) and nondimensional variables have been used. This 
equation [which is equivalent to the zero-mass limit of the 
electron version of Eq. (27) here] shows that flux is per- 
fectly frozen into the electron fluid if there is zero resistiv- 
ity. Although Eq. (55) is mathematically equivalent to 
Fruchtman’s Eq. (2)) the format of Eq. (55) has the virtue 
of explicitly showing that flux is frozen into the center of 
muss frame only if there is zero resistivity (i.e., S 4 00 ) and 
also a, = 0. If there is zero resistivity but a, > 0, then Eq. 
(55) shows that flux does not convect with the center of 
mass, and so is not frozen into the center of mass frame. If 
U=O is assumed (as was done in Ref. 19) then Eq. (55) 
becomes” a Burgers’ type equation giving a fast, nonlinear 
flux “diffusion” in the lab frame; the finite a, term is the 
Hall term. For nonstationary center of mass (i.e., U#=O), 
Eq. (55) becomes a Burgers’ equation in the center ofmass 
frame and the term containing a, gives fast, nonlinear Hall 
“diffusion” in the center of mass frame. 
If a, ( 1 then Hall diffusion will be relatively unimpor- 
tant compared to vorticity generation, and vice versa if 
a,) l.Ifa,- 1 then both effects will be equally important. 
As an example, the plasma erosion opening switch 
(PEOS) operates in a parameter range where Hall diffu- 
sion has been shown” to be important; since ae - 0.2 for 
typical PEOS operation, comparison of Eqs. (53) and (55) 
shows that vorticity generation should also be important in 
the PEOS. 
C. It-rotational MHD equations 
Let us now use Eq. (4) on the ion and electron equa- 
tions of motion, Eqs. (39) and (41), to obtain the equa- 
tions governing irrotational quantities. The ion L-rotational 
equation becomes 
which in the incompressible limit becomes the pressure 
equation of Ref. 21. Similarly, the electron irrotational 
equation becomes 
s I I2 ds*V -++a,zp12+Za,O, 1 
(571 
which in the limit of zero Hall parameter becomes the 
equation for electrostatic potential of Ref. 21. 
Finally, the continuity equation can be written as 
giving the time evolution of p. 
These equations can be categorized as: 
(1) 
(21 
equations that explicitly advance a scalar in time; 
there are four equations of this type, namely: 
(4 
(b) 
(cl 
(d) 
Eq. (53) which advances the fluid circula- 
tion (vorticity) ~/2.~pr?, 
Eq. (55) which advances the magnetic flux 
(current) I/p?, 
Eq. (56) which advances the compressibility 
scalar s1, 
Eq. (58) which advances the mass density p; 
equations which do not involve time derivatives, 
and which give other scalars in terms of the four 
scalars listed above: 
(a) a Poisson-like equation for the streamfmc- 
tion V* ( rv27j) = - r-‘x, 
(b) the specified dependence of pressure on den- 
sity, 
(c) Eq. (57) which determines the electrostatic 
potential. 
This system of equations, together with temporal ini- 
tial conditions and spatial boundary conditions, describes 
the time evolution of an arbitrary configuration having 
purely poloidal currents and axisymmetry. 
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V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
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